Master 2, Specialization in Migration Studies
All courses are taught in English (except the elective course)
Semester 3
For all Master 2 programs:


UE Social sciences approaches to migrations 11, 6 ECTS
-

Sociology of migrations (lecture), 18h

-

History of migrations (lecture)
(lecture), 18h

-

Citizenship, vote and migrations (lecture), 18h



UE Law approaches to migrations 11: Immigration Law (lecture), 20h, 3 ECTS



UE Thematic seminars 1 (tutorial)
(tutorial), 26h, 3 ECTS



UE Elective course, 3 ECTS



UE General Skills, 3 ECTS
-

Language (French, or Adv
Advanced English, or Other - tutorial), 12h

-

Migration and Human Rights NGOs ((tutorial), 6h, OR Volunteering in a NGO

-

Project building in local, national and international contexts (tutorial), 6h

Master 2 Social sciences and Political science:


UE Research and professional project 11, 12 ECTS
-

Qualitative research methods (tutorial), 9h

-

Quantitative research methods (tutorial), 9h

-

Building a research project (tutorial), 6h

-

Designing a professional/research project (individual supervision)

Master 2 International and European law:


UE Research and professional project 1, 12 ECTS
-

Methods related to the internship/research project

-

Conferences

-

English for legal studies (tutorial), 15h
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Semester 4
For all Master 2 programs:


UE Social sciences approaches to migrations 2: Sociology of interethnic relations (lecture), 3
ECTS



UE Law approaches to migration 2: Immigration Law (lecture), 20h, 3 ECTS



UE Thematic seminars 2 (tutorial), 14h, 3 ECTS



UE Contemporary migration politics (lecture), 12h, 3 ECTS

Master 2 Social sciences and Political science:


UE Research and professional project 2, 18 ECTS
-

Qualitative research methods (tutorial), 9h TD

-

Quantitative research methods (tutorial), 9h TD

-

Archive skills and tools (tutorial), 9h TD

-

Dissertation (related to the internship or the research project)

Master 2 International and European law:


UE Research and professional project 1, 12 ECTS
-

Dissertation (related to the internship or the research project)

-

Conferences

-

English for legal studies (tutorial), 15h

Information about the research and professional project, and the related dissertation:
Students can choose to conduct a research project or to complete an internship in an organization
concerned with migration and ethnic issues.
If they choose to carry out a research project, they actively participate in the academic life of one of
the research centers linked to the program.
There are fewer courses during the second semester and they are concentrated on the beginning of
the semester so that students have time to carry out their research project, or their internship, and
prepare their dissertation. Internships must last at least three months.
At the end of Master 2 (either in June or in September), students submit a dissertation based on
their research project or internship (between 30 000 and 40 000 words). This dissertation should be
related to the discipline of their respective Master’s programs (international and European law,
social sciences or political science) but can also develop interdisciplinary analyses.
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